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ABS8MACT

The electrostatic field of the ataosphere is normally enhancad in

fog and clm.A. This field, even when quite small, can effect the co .bina-

tio4 of colliding but otherwise nomcoalescing droplets. Stronger fields

produce forces of mutual attraction amonog te droplets. Preliminary

results on the degree to which electrostatic forces act to -.odify the

motion of cloud droplets are. presented. >*-tiods for fhe possible :.odifi-

cation of the field are discussed.
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The effect of the average caarge in modifying t.:e otion of neinboring

droplets in clouds or fog has V-,en estiaated .any tihese. Genera&ly t,.is

effect and, consequntly, that of the field also is concluded to be cf

negligible significance, except possibly in tnunderstorzs. Tae equations

used in these deductions have restricted validity for small droplet

separttioa and velocity. Witnin the past several mont-s. however, rigorous

solutions to both tre electrostatic and bydrodynamic problexs have become

available. A PAM colleague, M. H. Davis (1960) has obtained a co:mplete

solution for the force between two cloud droplets in . uniform field. The

other half of the problem, that of the iydrodynamic forces, is now possi-

ble also. The vilaeous forces between two cloud droplets can be derived

from a solution to the two-body hydrodynamic problem given by L. M.

Hocking (1959). Together., these results provide tbe necessary components

for an accurate evaluation of the role of electrostatic fields and charges

in the collision and coalescence of cloud drops.

II. XUTROSTATIC FORCES

First let ux consider only electrostatic forces. For most purposes,

water droplets with dielectric constant of 81 can be considered as

conducting spheres. Coulomb's law is not valid for this problem, since the

distance separating two droplets is couparable with their diameter. As an

illustration, Figure 1 shorw the forces on two lO.-mcrn drmps coaptted accord-

ing to Coulomb's law and computed from tae complete solution for charged

drops of equal size. The abscissa is used to designate the separation of

the near surfaces of the droplets in units of droplets radius. Along the
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ordinate is plotted tne force in dynes. The letter S is uaed to denote

tne separation of droplet surfaces while R refers to droplet radius.

Curve F1 represent. Coulomb's law, F, a Q1ý 2 n F represents a
(s+2!I) 4~

fictitious solution in the form of Coulomb's law, F2 - - "

S-- • •10 elementary units. Curve F ia computed from, a cohmplete

solution for the force between two droplets with equal and Ypposite

charges of the "ae magnitude. This clArge (lOs) is of the order of

magnitude of charges observed on cloud droplets.

All the forces due to charges on the droplets coincide at large

separations.

F2 is fictitiously large and represent. some sort of a maximum

poss.ble theoretical force for charged droplets. Coulomb's law,

FM
F (S+22R)2 , becomes insensitive to separation and incorrect at small
separaticms. The true force, t.4, falls in between and continues to increase

exponentially as Wc separation decreases. The force of attraction due to

a weak field is shown by the lover heavy line. This force arising from

tne polarization of the $•roplets in '6-e field increases more rapidly with

decreasing separation tUan does that dk. to weak hargas on the drope. An

ordezr-ofr-agaita cwA~e i.*- te ambient field strengtn produces a change

of two orders of !magtude in the force. The same is true of the cbarge

on opposit~ly charged drops. However, the chance tat tmo drops have high

oaAges of opposite sign is small while all drop3 will be affected similar-

ly by the electrostatic field. The dirwt effect of hnarges on the d4plets

is of secondary importance in the following work so we Vill concentrate

our attention on the effect of the electrostatic fie 1
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IUtil EOeking's work vas published last year, no suitable solution

VaW available for the notion of two neighboring cloud droplets or for the

relative forces between tVez. In the past, estimates of the combined

effect of eletrostatic charges and viscors motion had to be made using

the relative teninal velocities of the cloud droplets. Me relative

terminal velocity was used to cacizute the time required for freely fasJing

dmoplets to pass one another. Dividing the time of passage into the rAlial

dietance two drops =ist move in order to eifect collision Oave the radial

velocity. Biploying this velocity in Stokes' la, for the viscous dxs.

allowed one to eatimate the electrostatic force of attraction required

to offset the viscous force re*sisting the motion of the droplets toward

each other.

Figame 2 sbos the relative trajectory of a smaler droplet of 6

microns radius about a larger droplet of 20 microns radius, couputed frur

the rigoromw solution to the tv••body hydrodyn'ic problea. The colli•ton

efficiency Is defined us the square off the ratio of the critical

horizontal-droplet separation at a large vertical distance to tne larae-

druoplet &AdiuB. The critical droplet sup•tion is the mxi borizomtal

sepwaation tt l vertical distances from which the-two dr*plets vll

eventJmll collide. The hydrodynzaic collislon eoficiency for these dro-plets

is zero. Onse can see from the diagm that only a alight motion towards one

another as they pass the point of minir e-paratiom is reqzired to effect

_AAA_. .... m i •-
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collision. At great distances considerablwy greater motion does not result

in co•llision. If sufficient electrostatic force to added tbroughot the

entire trajectory for collision to occur. the new collision efficiency my

be called the electrostatic collision efficiency.

IV. BOMB ETTIC COLT- ION EFFIC11INO

At this point in the work of c ting hydrodymic and electrostatic
collisin eificiencies, i+ is possible to give the maxrm field required

to produce collision in a few cases of normafy noncolliding droplet

P~irs.

The integration of the hydrodynamc equation describing the motion of

droplet pairs that incorporates the electrostatic forces step-by-stUp is

not qLote ready. In lieu of this, the m3d=m electrostatic fields

required have been obtained in a maner similar to that previously describ-

ed except that actual velocities and distances are used. The time required

for the center of the small drop to move from a position opposite the

bottom of the large drop to a position horizontally opposilwe the center of

the large drop Is divided into the miniium droplet separation •ving the

r.adial velocity with vhich the small droplet must move in order to effect

a collision. The force required to produce this velocity is obtained by

using this velocit•y wV in the expression for the viscous drag C*IaV,

vhere 7 is the viscosity and %" the droplet radius. Table 1 lists some

of the resulting electrostatic collisIan effMclencies and the maximm field

required in each situation.

•• •- • -'• - .- Ž-.. . .
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Note that fields of the order of the atmospheri'c fair veather ald

are not sufficient to increase significantly the bydrodynamic collision

efficiencies, although they may strongly affect coalescence. Larger

fields do produce increased collision efficiencies. The electrostatic

force acting on the droplets is a function of the square of the product of

the field and the radius of the droplets. From this relationship one

estimates that collision efficiencies can be enhancted significantly for

fields of the order of several tens of volts per centimeter. Fields of

the order of hundreds of volts per centimeter (such as exist in actively

precipitating clouds) can be expected to provide collision efficiencies as

much as an order of ma tude greater than the hydrodnamic efficiencies.

It is difficult to estimate the effect of fields of the order of 1000 volts

per centimeterj since electrostatic discharge will occur between droplets

before collision is effected.

These results demonstrate that the electrostatic field in clouds is

of fundamental I rtance in the colloidal stability of clouds and in %he

quantitative evaluation of the precipitation mechanism.

V. EICSRM•TATIC FIE= IN FOG AND CLOUDM

The fair-weather field over land is of the order of one volt per

centimeter decreasing logarithmically upvard. In fog or in precipitation-

free cloud, the normal field is usually larger, sometimes by an order of

magnitode. Precipitating clouds contain very strong fields, of courbe.

The field in nouprecipitating fog or clouds is enhanced because

atmospheric conductivitr Is less within a cloud than in cloud-free air.

ApplyLng an equatio due to Gish (1939) for sudden chanps in conductivity of an
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atmospheric layer, one can co=ute the now stesay-sate field. It can be

shorn that the field within the cloud should eventflqy increase by the

same factor by which the cloud wUses the ambient conductivity to decrease.

Fog has been observed by Ounn (l195) and others to decrease the co•du•ivity by

5 to 20 times.

vi. m4biFcIAIoN or mm~ EZO1rBy2I moos

It is natural from the above results to think of the possibility of

fog or cloud iod~ificatio; by increasing the electrostatic field. As

asuggested above, initial the field 1s enhanced through the difference in

co••uctivity oi t.e air in the cloud and outside. Because the conductivity

is decreased within the cloud, the cloud boundary is a region of charge

acciunulation dxre to the sudden decreased ionic mobility as ions try to

proceed through the clou. Te increased charge at the boundary builds the

field within the cloud. Modification vould appear possible through Increas-

ing the conductivity in the air above the fog by the addition of Jans in

somie rmner .

Something else my be possible also. Several years ago I proposed a

cloud electrification hypothesis involving cloud droplets which almost

collide in an electrotatic field. rec ment vork substantiates this

hypothesis. If oae refers to Figure 2, it will be easier to visalize the

sitation involved in the folloving reason . In a vwrcal untform field

the drops will be polarized so that opposite ochas agpear on the war

surface of the droplets as the aim'~ drpapoce h nenahSide of

the large drop. For drops which Just miss coldin, the ney t•eoretical

results now show that a breakdown potential or a force sufficiently great
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to shear off a smfl portion of one drop appears between the closest

points on the surface. Either way, the droplets exchange charge when tie

small drop is underneath the large drop. Due to the vertical aasymetry

of the relative trajectory snown by Figure 2, charge is not transferred

back when the small drop moves around the top side of the larger drop.

When the droplets separate, they are charged in such a way that the

existing field is enhanced as their separation increases.

Applying this theory to the modification of the field within the

cloud, it appears that one should spray the top o! a cloud layer or fog

with droplets slightly larger than those of the cloud. to increase the

field within the cloud and incidentally provide charged droplets to

further enhance the possibility of collision. The fields necessary and the

most suitable drop size undoubtedly depend on the fog itself. PArther

research is required to determine these. Without practical evaluations,

the probability of positive results in fog modification is extremely

small.
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